First name: ________________________________________

Last name: ________________________________________

Email:________________________________

Date:__________________    Advisor:____________________________

Are you either a Princeton University graduate student or postdoctoral researcher?             YES   or   NO

Have you attended Microfabrication or Acid/Base Hoods Training Course?        YES   or   NO

Have you spent minimum required time in the PRISM Cleanroom (20 hours)?              YES   or   NO

Please provide the date you finished watching Advanced Safety Training Video______________

If you have been trained by a fellow group member:

Trainer (print name): _______________________________________

Trainer signature and date: ________________________________

*Sponsor print name: _______________________________________

*Sponsor signature and date: ________________________________

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*A Sponsor must already have after-hours PRISM Cleanroom access.  A Sponsor cannot be a member of the same research group as the applicant.

As a Sponsor you are attesting that the applicant:

• Has been observed working in the PRISM Cleanroom
• Has demonstrated a professional attitude toward safety, PRISM equipment, and PRISM Cleanroom rules
• You trust this individual to act as a “Buddy”. That is, responsible to assist and make good decisions in case of an emergency.

“This person has my back.”

Once the application is received, it will be reviewed by the PRISM Cleanroom Committee Chair, Secretary, and members of the MNFL staff. You should expect notification on the status within a week of reception. Rejected applicants will be notified as to the reason for rejection, and can reapply after 90 days.